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ABSTRACT

In home econom ics education program s the use of le c tu r es , d iscus

sio n s, and field observations may not effectively  a s s is t  p reserv ice  teachers to 

use concepts to analyze actual c lassroom  behaviors. An alternative approach 

is  to use concepts to analyze behaviors in a recording of c lassroom  behaviors, 

which is  called a protocol. This study investigated the effectiven ess of the 

protocol in home econom ics education for applying management concepts of 

task sim plification and traffic management to the management of groups in a 

foods laboratory.

A one group p retest-p osttest was the experim ental design'using an 

intact c la ss  of p reserv ice  home econom ics teachers from  the University of 

Arizona as subjects.

The goal of the protocol was to increase p reserv ice  home econom ics 

teach ers1 knowledge, com prehension, and application of concepts of task  

sim plification and traffic management, and to increase w illingness to seek  

information and engage in activ ities for learning about management of groups 

in a foods laboratory.

U sing t-te s ts  for the analysis of the mean scores from  the testing  

showed that there w ere significant gains in knowledge of task sim plification and 

w illingness to seek  information and engage in activ ities for learning about the 

management of groups in a foods laboratory.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Teacher Education Concerns 

The socia l and c iv il upheavals of the s ix ties  increased  the em phasis 

on accountability in education. Among sectors of the educational endeavor, 

teacher education program s frequently placed em phasis on the right way to 

teach (Combs 1972). The right way to teach did not always coincide with the 

classroom  situations teachers were experiencing in either ghetto, urban, or 

rural schools. This right way to teach often placed nearly exclusive concern  

on teacher behaviors in educational settings that did not always f it  real world 

classroom s. The teachers were then left to deal with teaching situations by 

calling upon either previous experience or by using intuition on how situations 

should be handled. The inadequacies of teachers in handling classroom  situa

tions som etim es led to frustrations and possib ly  teaching ineffectiveness. 

Smith (1969) examined this situation and reported;

Teachers have failed because they have not been trained calm ly to 
analyze new situations against a firm  background of relevant 
theory . Typically they base their interpretations of behavior on 
intuition and common sen se . . . . if  the teacher is incapable of 
understanding c lassroom  situations, the action he takes w ill often 
increase his d ifficulties (Smith 1969, pp. 28-29).

1
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The acquisition of "relevant theory" or concepts was fe lt to be critica l 

to teaching behavior (Burdin, Orlosky, and Smith 1974). Smith (Burdin,

Orlosky, and Smith 1974) fe lt  that teachers should be able to look objectively at 

teaching situations and then use concepts to diagnose the situations. As teachers  

became m ore competent in observing and analyzing behaviors, they would 

eventually spend le s s  tim e on non-teaching duties (Burdin, Orlosky, and Smith 

1974). In order for concepts such as p ra ise , corrective feedback or questioning 

to be relevant to actual c lassroom  situations, teacher preparation would need to 

demonstrate instances and noninstances of concepts in an educational setting  

and require the learner to discrim inate among these in rea l or simulated educa

tional settings (Engelmann 1969).

Teaching approaches used in teacher education to integrate concepts 

and actual classroom  practice include le c tu r es , d iscu ssio n s, and field observa

tion, among others. These teaching approaches were review ed with the hope of 

determining why teachers "failed .” Smith (1969) discounted the use of lectures  

and d iscussion s in teacher education program s because these approaches could 

not always correlate concepts to c lassroom  rea litie s. Orlosky (1974) questioned 

the value of field observations in teacher education because such observations 

require considerable adm inistrative planning (both at the university and local 

schools) ; there is  little  assurance that desired  behaviors w ill occur when the 

p reserv ice  teacher is  observing; the p reserv ice  teacher may be an untrained 

observer and may m iss certain behaviors; and the behaviors in a .classroom  

are momentary and cannot be re staged. The value of field observations in
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teacher education program s was further commented on by Davies (Cruicksharik 

1974). Davies fe lt that field  observations did not always allow the preserv ice  

teacher to see  the relationship of educational concepts to c lassroom  practice.

Smith (1969), in reviewing these and other attempts to wed concepts

to actual classroom  practice in teacher education, stated:

Teaching behavior is  com plex, involving interactions with both pupils 
and m aterials of instruction. It cannot be studied in the classroom  
because behavior perish es as it  happens and nothing is  le ft to analyze 
except the memory or a check sheet. The fidelity of the mem ory is  
questionable and not detailed enough. The information on check 
sheets is  alm ost no record at all. To learn to interpret situations 
they m ust be held in situ or reproduced at w ill approximately as they 
occurred. It is  then possib le to study the situations at length and use  
concepts . . . to interpret them (Smith 1969, p. 54).

Smith (1969) fe lt that recorded c lassroom  behaviors could be studied 

at w ill and analyzed using appropriate contextual concepts, such as praise or 

questioning. The use of concepts to analyze recorded c lassroom  behaviors was 

called protocol. It was hoped that protocols could bridge the gap between obser

vations of c lassroom  behaviors and concepts for several reasons. Protocols 

could exem plify behavior, control what the observer would s e e , and guarantee 

that the ch aracteristics of concepts would be displayed on an appropriate 

medium (Burdin, Orlosky, and Smith 1974). Protocols would a lso  be predictable 

because they had been recorded and could be viewed over again. Protocols, 

a lso , could be used for related teacher education laboratory experiences rather 

than monopolize c lassroom  tim e (Burdin, Orlosky, and Smith 1974). Smith 

(1969) fe lt that the use of protocols in teacher education program s would help
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teachers deal m ore effectively  with classroom  situations in ghetto, urban, and 

rural schools.

Home Econom ics Education Concerns

Educators in home econom ics have been concerned about preparing 

teachers who could analyze c lassroom  behaviors for the ultim ate improvement 

of their teaching effectiven ess. Educationally significant problem s have been 

identified in home econom ics. Penrod (1967), B easley (1969), Powers (1969), 

and W illiam s (1969) all reported that personal management was a problem for  

f ir s t  year home econom ics teachers. These fir st year teachers sought more 

guidance in use of tim e and organizational sk ills  to handle c lassroom  responsi

b ilities. No other management problem s have been found in the literature for 

home econom ics teachers. However, through personal communications with 

home econom ics teachers, the researcher found that there was a need to pre

pare teachers who could effectively analyze the management behaviors of 

groups in a foods laboratory so  that teaching goals could be achieved. All of 

the people interviewed fe lt that the ability to analyze the behaviors of groups in  

a foods laboratory by using management concepts was a very important influence 

on teacher effectiven ess.

Current textbooks on home econom ics education (Hall and Paolucci 

1970; F leck  1974; Chamberlain and Kelly 1975) presented laboratory manage

ment, in three to four pages, in term s of choosing meaningful laboratory  

experiences; scheduling the sequences of activ ities; and evaluation of the



laboratory experience. No attempt was made in these textbooks to present real 

laboratory situations, such as overcrowding or shortage of work sp ace , or how 

teachers could use management concepts to deal with group behavior in c la ss 

room  situations.

No evidence was found in the literature to indicate that home eco

nom ics educators have studied methods for teaching management of groups in 

a foods laboratory until 1974. Then, Munroe (1974) identified management 

concepts for a foods laboratory and developed a scenario for the sim ulation of 

these concepts in an actual foods laboratory. The scenario was intended as a 

basis for a protocol to be developed at a la ter  date.

P reserv ice  home econom ics teachers have observed and participated  

in foods laboratories either as students or as assistan ts to home econom ics 

laboratory teachers. This experience may have been insufficient to enable 

p reserv ice  teachers to analyze management behaviors in a foods laboratory. 

Woodley and D riscoll (1974) fe lt that if the objective for c lassroom  observation  

was to study the physical m ovem ents, such as the movements of groups in a 

foods laboratory, then this movement could best be recorded on a videotape for  

a protocol. Munroe (1974) identified management concepts for a foods labora

tory. The identified concepts were avoidance of congestion and tim e manage

ment. The common characteristic of both these concepts was physical 

movement.



T herefore, the use of a protocol might be another way for preserv ice  

teachers to observe an actual foods laboratory and learn or review  concepts for  

the management of groups in a foods laboratory.

In sum m ary, teacher education program s have been criticized  

because of their failure to wed rea listic  c lassroom  situations with concepts. 

Protocols offer the hope of bridging the gap between observation of actual 

classroom s and the learning of concepts for the analysis of classroom  behaviors 

Home econom ics education program s could use protocols for the bridging of 

observation of foods laboratories and the learning of management concepts that 

would a s s is t  in the management of groups in a foods laboratory.

Statement of the Problem  

The purpose of this study was to exam ine the effectiven ess of a 

protocol dealing with the management of groups in a foods laboratory, used by 

p reserv ice  home econom ics teachers, to:

1. increase knowledge of planning considerations for the management 

of groups in a foods laboratory;

2. increase com prehension and application of such concepts;

3. increase the w illingness to seek  information and engage in activities  

for learning about management of groups in a foods laboratory.



Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were tested for this study;

Participation in a protocol on the management of groups in a foods 

laboratory w ill resu lt in no gain in the knowledge of planning con

siderations for the management of groups in a foods laboratory. 

P reserv ice  home econom ics teachers who use a protocol on the 

management of groups in a foods laboratory w ill show no significant 

gains between p re- and posttest scores in:

a. comprehension

b. application

Participation in a protocol on the management of groups in a home 

econom ics foods laboratory w ill resu lt in no gain in w illingness to 

seek  information and engage in activ ities for learning about manage

ment of groups in a foods laboratory as m easured by an interest 

inventory.

Assum ptions

The following assumptions w ere made for the purpose of this study; 

The pre serv ice  home econom ics teachers who used the protocol 

followed directions for its  u se .

The p retest-p osttest instrum ent was reliab le.

No significant learning occurred from  the p r e te s t ..



Lim itations

The following were seen  as lim itations of the study:

1. An intact c la ss  was used for the evaluation and no random sampling 

was done from  this intact c la ss  for the evaluation.

2. The handbook was not p ilot tested  in home econom ics education 

program s.

Definition of Term s

Concept

Concept is a se t  of characteristics which differentiate a group of 

situations from  all other situations in a given setting.

Educational Objectives in the 
Affective Domain

This term  describes those educational goals which em phasize a

feeling for a value or a degree of acceptance of the value. The levels  within

the domain range from  in terest to a predisposition to acting in accordance with

a value.

Educational Objectives at the 
W illingness to Respond Level

This term  d escribes those educational goals derived from  the

affective domain which reflect the readiness for voluntary activity.



Educational Objectives in the 
Cognitive Domain

This term  describes those educational goals which em phasize

knowledge and its  use. The lev e ls  within the domain range from  sim ple reca ll

to synthesizing and evaluation of information.

Educational Objectives at the Knowledge, 
of Theories Level

This term  describes those educational goals derived from  the cogni

tive domain which reflect the knowledge of a body of princip les and generaliza

tions and their interrelations.

Educational Objectives at the 
Extrapolation L evel

This term  describes those educational goals derived from  the cogni

tive domain which reflect the extension of trends or tendencies beyond given  

data.

Education Protocol

Education protocol is  the capturing of an educationally significant 

c lassroom  situation on an appropriate m edia to be used for the examination of 

classroom  behaviors using concepts such as task sim plification or traffic man

agement as a basis for analysis.
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Management of Groups in a 
Foods Laboratory

This is the organizing of the actions of groups of students assigned to

a kitchen in a foods laboratory.

P reserv ice  Home Econom ics Teachers

These are students enrolled in a home econom ies education program  

for the purpose of earning a teaching credential in home econom ics.

Task Sim plification

Task sim plification is the thinking through, elim inating, rearranging, 

or combining of steps in a task.

Traffic Management

Traffic management is  the controlling of traffic flow in storage a r ea s , 

work cen ters, work patterns, and the placem ent of furnishings to aid in traffic  

control.



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Development of Protocols 

In the s ix ties  teacher educators found that teachers w ere not being 

com pletely prepared for the situations that they would face in c lassroom s.

Smith (1969) fe lt that teachers had "failed" because they did not have adequate 

experience in conceptual analysis of teaching situations. Education concepts 

had been part of teacher education program s, but these concepts had not been 

applied to rea listic  teaching situations. It was hoped that if  teachers were given  

a background in using conceptual knowledge to analyze actual teaching situations 

they would be m ore apt to look objectively rather than judge, and use those 

objective observations and appropriate concepts to diagnose teaching situations 

(Burdin, Orlosky, and Smith 1974). The rationale for this hope was that as 

teachers became m ore competent in observing and analyzing behavior they 

would spend le s s  tim e on non-teaching tasks and ultim ately be more humanistic 

teachers (Burdin, Orlosky , and Smith 1974).

A need for rea listic  experience in teacher education programs in the

early  seventies seem ed to find an answer in education protocols. R ealistic
/

c lassroom  situations could be presented in protocols by recording these situa

tions on an appropriate medium. T eachers could then be guided in observing

- /  11
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the recorded classroom  behaviors, learning the concepts presented , and ulti

m ately, analyzing the behaviors using the concepts presented. Protocols w ere 

seen  as an important elem ent to aid teachers in the acquisition of conceptual 

knowledge for analysis of classroom  behaviors. P rotoco ls, how ever, were not 

considered a tool for teaching classroom  sk ills .

The basic tasks underlying the development of protocols were:

1) the selection  of educationally significant problem s for reproduction; 2) the 

selection  of concepts to be used in the analysis of classroom  behaviors. Smith 

(Cruickshank 1972), in considering the development of protocols, chose to 

determ ine f ir s t  what educationally significant problem s teachers were facing in  

c lassroom s. Once these educational problem s were identified they could be 

reproduced on an appropriate medium. Then, the next decision  was the se le c 

tion of concepts to interpret classroom  behaviors seen in the reproductions.

This protocol development approach was called the situation f ir s t  strategy  

(Cruickshank 1974).

Smith’s situation fir s t  strategy was criticized  by other protocol 

developers because it often required m ore tim e than was available to Search and 

identify significant educational problem s in c lassroom s. Some developers fe lt  

that a better approach was to se lec t concepts that w ere regarded by educators 

as important to teaching. This concepts f ir s t  approach (Cruickshank 1972) to 

protocol development was seen  as an opportunity to cover many m ore classroom  

situations. This approach, however, also required an assumption that the con

cepts chosen were valid without the benefit of actual study of c lassroom
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situations (Cruickshank 1972). There has been no conclusive evidence that 

either the situation fir st or the concepts f ir s t  approach is  better than the other 

for the effectiven ess of the protocol.

Another consideration in the development of protocols was how the 

protocol m aterials would be used. Smith, Babick, and Gliesman (Cruickshank 

1972) suggested that as protocols were shown to v iew ers, the view ers would 

discover or be instructed in the theoretical knowledge, i. e . , concepts. This 

was known as the heuristic approach (Cruickshank 1972). Innerd and O’Gorman 

(Cruickshank 1972), however, proposed that concepts should be presented fir s t  

and then the protocol could be used for the verification of the concepts. This 

approach was called the didactic approach (Cruickshank 1972). Neither the 

heuristic nor the didactic approach has been reported to be m ore efficacious 

than the other in the effectiveness of the protoco l..

When evaluation of the effectiveness of protocols was considered  

three different evaluation approaches w ere reviewed. Ideally, the m ost power

ful testim ony of the effectiveness of a protocol would be the m easurem ent of the 

difference in student behaviors in a c la ss  conducted by a teacher who had used  

a protocol (Cooper 1975). Unfortunately, this was a very com plex and time 

consuming evaluation approach. An evaluation approach le s s  complex than the 

previous one Was the m easurem ent of differences in teaching behaviors when 

teachers have learned from  a protocol (Cooper 1975). A third, le s s  complex 

and tim e consuming approach would be the m easurem ent of concept acquisition
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by the student who had used the protocol (Cooper 1975). However, it does not 

provide the com prehensiveness of the two other evaluation approaches.

Protocol film s and guides entitled ’’Tasks of Teaching” were produced 

at Michigan State U niversity (Cooper 1975). The tasks of teachers included 

assessm en t, goal setting, stra teg ies , and evaluation. The protocol m aterials 

w ere tested  on p reserv ice  teachers at Michigan State U niversity. The design of 

the study included a control and an experim ental group, with subjects randomly 

assigned to the groups. The experim ental group received  instruction by using  

the protocols while the control group received  parallel instruction without the 

use of the m aterials. The bases for the m easurem ent of concept acquisition  

were: 1) reca ll of the concept, and; 2) ability to identify concepts as part of a 

teaching vignette (Cooper 1975). The resu lts of the testing showed a clear  

superiority in concept acquisition by the group using the protocols.

At Utah State U niversity six protocols dealing with concepts related to 

teacher language, which included extension, encouragem ent, c larity , em phasis, 

feedback, and organization (Cooper 1975) w ere field  tested  on p re- and 

in -serv ice  teachers. A criterion  level of 80 percent m astery by 80 percent of 

the learners was established for the evaluation of each protocol. Further 

criter ia  for evaluating each protocol w ere established and included the lea rn ers’ 

1) recognition of the teacher’s use of the concept on the protocol film ; 2) recog

nition of teacher use of the concept in typed m anuscripts of c lassroom  discus

sion s, and; 3) application of the concepts to typed m anuscripts of classroom  

discussion  lesso n s (Cooper 1975). The field  testing showed that m ore than
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80 percent of the learners reached the criterion level of m astery on all three of 

the criter ia  for the Six protocols.

1
The Far W est Laboratory for R esearch and Development had devel

oped and tested protocols on using student ideas , group p rocess in the c la ss 

room , pra ise , and corrective feedback (Cooper 1975). The resu lts  of the 

concept acquisition testing were reported as significant for groups who had used  

the protocols over the noninstructed groups (Cooper 1975).

Protocols on teacher-pupil interaction were developed at Indiana 

U niversity (Cooper 1975). The testing of the concept acquisition of the groups 

who had used the protocols showed significant gains over the control group who 

did not use the protocols (Cooper 1975).

The protocols developed and tested at Michigan State U niversity,

Utah State U niversity , The Far W est Laboratory for R esearch and Development, 

and Indiana U niversity used concepts related to classroom  behaviors in elem en

tary and secondary education. The resu lts from  the testing of the protocols 

supported the belief that pre- and in -serv ice  teachers could effectively  learn  

concepts from  the use of protocols.

Use of Protocols in Home Economics

Home econom ics educators have fe lt  the need to prepare teachers who 

could deal effectively  with classroom  rea litie s . Penrod (1967), B easley (1969),

An unsuccessful attempt was made by the research er to contact The 
Far W est Laboratory for R esearch and Development regarding their protocols.
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Powers (1969), and W illiam s (1969) all reported that personal management was 

a problem for f ir s t  year home econom ics teachers. No other management 

problem s for home econom ics teachers have been reviewed in the literature. 

H owever, through personal communications with home econom ics teacher edu

cators and p re- and in -serv ice  home econom ics teach ers, the researcher found 

that they expressed  a need to prepare teachers who could effectively  analyze the 

management behaviors of groups in a foods laboratory .

Woodley and D riscoll (1974) fe lt that if  the objective of classroom  

observation was to study the physical m ovem ents, such as those movements of 

groups in a foods laboratory, then the m ovem ents could best be recorded on a 

videotape. Munroe (1974) identified management concepts for a foods laboratory. 

The common characteristic  of the management concepts was physical movement. 

T herefore, the use of a protocol might be another way for p reserv ice  home 

econom ies teachers to observe an actual foods laboratory on videotape and 

learn concepts for the management of groups in a foods laboratory.

P reserv ice  home econom ics teachers have observed and participated  

in foods laboratories either as students or assistan ts to home econom ics 

teachers. They have also  taken courses that dealt with personal and household 

management. It does not follow directly , however, that these experiences w ere  

sufficient to enable preserv ice  teachers to analyze management behaviors in a 

foods laboratory.

No evidence was found in the literature to indicate that home eco

nom ics educators have studied methods for teaching the management of groups
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in a foods laboratory until 1974. At that tim e, in addition to identifying manage

ment concepts for a foods laboratory, Monroe developed a scenario for the 

sim ulation of these concepts in an actual foods laboratory. The scenario was 

intended as a basis for a protocol to be developed at a later date.

D ecisions for the Protocol Development 

The fir s t  decision  for the development of the protocol was the se le c 

tion of either the situation f ir s t  or the concepts f ir s t  approach. The concepts 

f ir s t  approach was selected  because Munroe (1974) had already identified con

cepts considered important for the management of foods laboratories. Munroe 

had used the identified concepts to answer possible questions that might be 

posed by home econom ics teachers in each of these phases related to foods 

laboratories: 1) planning for the laboratory; 2) acquaintance with the foods 

laboratory; 3) maintenance of order in the foods laboratory; 4) evaluation of 

foods laboratories. Munroe then developed a description of a videotape sequence 

for each of the management questions posed in each of the phases related to 

foods laboratories.

It was decided that the protocol would be based on the management of 

groups in a foods laboratory for the maintenance of order (Munroe 1974). The 

two concepts selected  from  the work of Munroe for the maintenance or order in 

a foods laboratory were task sim plification and traffic management. Task  

sim plification and traffic management for the maintenance of order in a foods 

laboratory included activ ities such as storing equipment, using rec ip es .
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preparing foods, dishwashing, and checking kitchens at the end of the laboratory. 

All of these activ ities included physical movements which Woodley and D riscoll 

(1974) suggested could best be studied in a protocol by the use of a videotape.

The protocol videotape would show a real situation in a foods labora

tory while the handbook, it  was decided, would serve to guide the student to 

discover and use the concepts of task sim plification and traffic management 

(the heuristic approach).

The evaluation of the effectiveness of the protocol on the management, 

of groups in a foods laboratory would be done by the m easurem ent of concept 

acquisition (Cooper 1975).



CHAPTER 3

PROCEDURE

The purpose of this study was to examine the effectiven ess of a proto

col on concepts regarding the management of groups in a foods laboratory when 

used by preserv ice  home econom ics teachers to:

1. increase knowledge of planning considerations for the management 

of groups in a foods laboratory;

2. increase com prehension and application of such concepts;

3. increase the w illingness to seek  information and engage in activities 

for learning about management of groups in a foods laboratory.

This study was one part of a longitudinal study in Home Economics 

Education supported by the Agricultural Experim ent Station at the University of 

: Arizona.

The experim ental design for this study was the one group pretest- 

posttest. The only p reserv ice  home econom ics teachers at the University of 

Arizona w ere in a c la ss  on teaching home econom ies. With le s s  than 15 stu

dents enrolled in this c la s s , it  made m ore controlled studies le s s  than feasib le. 

The one group p retest-p osttest seem ed to be a reasonable te st of the indepen

dent variable given the availability of subjects, tim e, and reso u rces .

.



The Sub jects

The subjects were 14 preserv ice  home econom ics teachers attending 

the University of Arizona in the fall sem ester  of 1977 and enrolled in the course  

entitled "Teaching Home E con om ics." There was only one section  of the c la s s , 

so it was decided that the intact c la ss  would be used for the evaluation of the 

effectiveness of the protocol.

The course, "Teaching Home E conom ics,"  was designed to develop 

home econom ics teacher com petencies as a preparation for student teaching and 

entry into the profession of home econom ics education. The course work 

included, among other th ings, planning, selecting , organizing, and evaluating 

learnings. One of the units in the course dealt with selecting  learning and 

evaluative experiences for interrelating cognitive, affective, and psychomotor 

learnings. Study for that unit included the management of laboratory c la sse s .

Development of the Experim ental Variable

One of the distinct features of a protocol is  that it  u ses  a recording  

of an actual c lassroom  situation for the study of concepts . The selection  of the 

appropriate recording medium depends on whether the behaviors in a classroom  

can best be studied in a visual or auditory presentation, or both. Woodley and 

D riscoll (1974) fe lt that if  the physical m ovement in a c lassroom  was important 

to the learning of concepts, then videotape should be selected  as the medium for  

the protocol. T herefore, the researcher decided to develop a videotape for  

this experim ent. •
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The selection  of concepts for the analysis of c lassroom  behaviors 

could be done two ways. Smith (1969) recommended defining educationally s ig 

nificant problem s, such as disruptive behaviors, and then selectin g  concepts 

that would best a s s is t  in the analysis of these behaviors. With this approach, 

called situation f ir s t  (Cruickshank 1974), Smith hoped to deal with relevant 

classroom  problem s that teachers faced. An alternate approach sought to 

reduce the tim e consuming search for significant educational problem s by 

choosing concepts, such as praise or corrective feedback, that were deemed by 

teacher educators to be important for teacher preparation. This approach 

was called the concepts f ir s t  approach (Cruickshank 1972), and it  was hoped 

that it would cover many m ore c la ssroom  situations than the situation fir st  

approach.

The basis chosen for the development of the protocol was the concepts 

f ir s t  approach reflected in the work of Munroe (1974). Munroe had identified 

management concepts considered to be important for the planning of a foods 

laboratory for each of these phases:

1. planning for the laboratory;

2. acquaintance with the laboratory;

3. maintenance of order in the foods laboratory;

4. evaluation of the foods laboratory.

For each of these phases Munroe (1974) wrote videotape sequences that would 

answer possib le management questions posed by home econom ics teach ers, 

such as , "What working rules w ill maintain order in the laboratory ?" (Munroe
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1974, p. 50). The possib le answers offered were the division of labor, a plan

ning form , and the maintenance of order in the work area. A panel of home eco

nom ics teachers rated all the sequences proposed by Munroe as adequate in 

answering the management questions posed.

Management of a foods laboratory includes such concerns as safety, 

sanitation, and product evaluation, among others. For the purpose of this study, 

the management of groups was selected .

Concepts were selected  from  Munroe (1974) that would aid in analyzing 

management of groups for maintenance of order in a foods laboratory. The 

specific  concepts of task sim plification and traffic management were chosen as 

the bases for the exploration of the com plicated process of management of 

groups. No attempt was made in the protocol to deal with other management 

concerns for planning foods laboratories.

The concept of task sim plification (Munroe 1974) included these steps:

1. thinking through;

2. rearranging;

3. combining;

4. elim inating.

The concept of traffic management for maintenance of order in a foods 

laboratory (Munroe 1974) included the management of:

1. storage;

2. work centers;
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3. work patterns;

4. furnishings.

Videotaping Procedure

A mental examination of a hypothetical foods laboratory indicated that 

both task sim plification and traffic management for the maintenance of order in  

a foods laboratory could be shown through the preparation of a meal including 

cocoa and b iscu its. A scenario for the videotaping was developed to include the 

concepts as they were likely to occur in a foods laboratory in which cocoa and 

biscuits were prepared. The scenario was presented to a home econom ics 

educator and to the home econom ics teacher whose c la ss  was videotaped to be 

evaluated for content validity, i . e . , the presentation of the concepts (see 

Appendix A).

A local junior high school home econom ics teacher and the principal 

at her school agreed to perm it a meal management c lass to be videotaped in the 

home econom ics laboratory. They were told that the videotape would be used  

for instructional purposes in home econom ics education c la sse s . It was 

requested that the planning and execution of the laboratory be as normal as 

p ossib le  as the purpose of the videotape was to present a rea listic  foods labora

tory situation where cocoa and biscuits were being prepared.

Making arrangem ent for the videotaping involved a further decision. 

Woodley and D riscoll (1974) had suggested that the videotaping be done by non

professionals as this helped to keep within protocol budgets. Since this project
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was part of a longitudinal study of the home econom ics education.program sup

ported by the Agricultural Experiment Station at the University of Arizona and 

funds were lim ited , arrangem ents w ere made with the Instructional T elevision  

Studio at the University of Arizona for two students to do the videotaping. These  

students had experience in taping city council m eetings, but were not fam iliar  

with foods laboratories and had no experience in videotaping classroom  situa

tions. The two cam eram en taped the laboratory activities using the scenario as 

a guide. The taping was coordinated by the project director from  the Division  

of Home Econom ics Education at the U niversity of Arizona.

The m ore than sixty minutes from  the two videotapes w ere edited to 

combine appropriate scenes and rem ove confounding sections which were of 

poor technical quality and sequences which provided input extraneous to the 

central concepts of task sim plification and traffic management. This type of 

editing was done so  that the student viewing the tape could m ore readily identity 

designated behaviors and ultim ately become a m ore perceptive observer  

(Orlosky 1974).

Pauses were introduced between each of the fourteen sequences so  

that the videotape could be stopped while a student worked on the questions in 

the handbook. A title and credits were placed at the beginning of the tape. The 

completed tape was thirty minutes in length.
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Development of the Handbook

One of the significant features of the use of protocols in teacher edu

cation is  that they are created for use in a teacher education laboratory situa

tion, thus freeing c la ss  tim e in courses (Burdin, Orlosky, and Smith 1974).

The protocols may be self-instructional (Borg 1973) or for group use. It was 

decided that the protocol would be self-instructional and used in out of c la ss  

tim e because there was no c la ss  tim e available for this activity.

In order to develop an attitude of inquiry and ability for solving prob

lem s, the heuristic or d iscovery approach was selected  for the development of 

the handbook (Blount and KLausmeier 1968). The goals of the handbook w ere to:

1. help the student to becom e a m ore perceptive observer (Orlosky 

1974) by guiding the student to observe certain group behaviors in  

the foods laboratory as shown in the videotape;

2. encourage the student to d iscover concepts of task sim plification  

and traffic management by asking questions that would lead the 

student from  knowledge to the actual application of these concepts;

3. provide im m ediate feedback to the student about the adequacy of 

their answers by providing model answ ers.

The content of the handbook was designed to m eet these goals and to 

serve as an orientation to the foods laboratory shown in the videotape. The 

orientation to the foods laboratory included:
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1. the home econom ics c la ss  involved;

2. the physical set-up of the room;

3. the management decisions made by the teacher;

4. the le sso n  of the day.

In addition, the form at for each sequence in the handbook included;

1. an introduction to the sequence and directions for observation of the 

videotape;

2. questions about the management concepts presented that would lead 

the student from  knowledge to application of these concepts;

3. a page for student answers;

4. model answers to provide im m ediate feedback to the student about 

adequacy of resp on ses.

Three sym bols w ere selected  to a lert the student to each of these  

sequences in the handbook. In addition, illustrations w ere added to help make 

the handbook more attractive (Borg 1973).

Since the p reserv ice  home econom ies teachers using this protocol 

might be untrained o b serv ers , it was noted in the handbook that videotape

sequences could be observed until the student fe lt competent in analyzing the
\

desired behaviors.

The videotape and handbook were shown to four home econom ics edu

cators at the U niversity of Arizona. They made recommendations for improving 

the content validity of the handbook. These recommendations w ere used to
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rev ise  the handbook. The revised  handbook was then viewed by two of the 

original team  m em bers who made further suggestions for revision . The hand

book was revised  again and prepared for the testing (see Appendix B).

Development of the C riterion Measure 

The intent in the development of the protocol was that p reservice  

home econom ics teachers would learn or review  the concepts of task sim plifica

tion and traffic management and be able to apply these concepts to problem s in  

planning for management of groups in foods laboratory situations. It was also  

intended that the use of the protocol would create in p reserv ice  home econom ics 

teachers more w illingness to seek  information and engage in activ ities for 

learning about management of groups in a foods laboratory. The educational 

objectives developed to te st the outcom es of the use of the protocol were:

1. knows planning considerations for managing groups in a foods labora

tory (Cognitive domain, knowledge level);

2. comprehends the relationship between management concepts and the 

management of groups in a foods laboratory (Cognitive domain, 

com prehension level);

3. applies the concepts of laboratory management of groups to laboratory 

situations (Cognitive domain, application le v e l);

4. is  w illing to seek  information and engage in activ ities for learning 

about management of groups in a foods laboratory (Affective domain, 

w illingness to respond level).



The approach chosen for testing the knowledge objective was listing. 

This approach was chosen because it afforded the student a chance to verbalize  

d iscoveries about the management of groups in a foods laboratory.

The approach chosen for testing, the comprehension and application 

level objectives was m ultiple choice item s (Bloom 1956). After reviewing the 

scenario , a judgment was made about the percentage of tim e devoted to the con

cepts of task sim plification and traffic management at the comprehension and 

application lev e ls . It was decided that fifteen item s would be used to test  

comprehension and nine item s to te st application level educational objectives to 

help keep the total testing tim e to approximately thirty m inutes. To insure te s t  

validity, a table of specificiations was devised to determine the number of te st  

item s for each concept at the two cognitive lev e ls . The number of test item s 

for each of the concepts was calculated by multiplying the percentage of time 

for each concept in the scenario  and the number of item s allotted for the educa

tional level (see Table 1).

Krathwohl (1964) suggested that a l is t  of voluntary activ ities which 

were thought to promote learning, such as activ ities on management of groups 

in a foods laboratory, would be suitable for m easuring w illingness to respond. 

Although answers given on an interest inventory by some students might reflect  

their perception of what is  expected, it  was hoped that students would d isc lose  

their honest levels  of interest.

The instrum ent was evaluated by a group of home econom ics educa

tors at the U niversity of Arizona and by the junior high school home econom ics
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Table 1. Table of Specifications for P re test-P o stte st on the Management of 
Groups in a Foods Laboratory.

Cognitive Level
Concepts Comprehension Application

number of test number of te st  
.     item s___________  item s

1. Task Sim plification

a. thinking through p rocess 2 2

b. rearranging 1 1

c. combining 1 1

d. elim inating 1 1

2. Traffic Management

a. orderly storage 2 1

b. work center 3 1

c. work patterns 3 1

d. placem ent of furnishings _2 1

15 9
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teacher who had participated in the development of the protocol. They offered  

recommendations for improving content validity and clarity of com m unications. 

These suggestions were used for the rev ision s of the test. The revised  test 

was then presented to two home econom ics educators and another junior high 

school home econom ics teacher whose suggestions were used in drafting the 

final form  of the test (see Appendix C).

Procedures

The steps for the distribution and use of the protocol and data co llec

tion for this study follow.

1. The protocol, with written directions for its u se , was given to the 

home econom ics teacher educator whose c la ss  was participating in 

the study. . (

2. Chi the pretesting date the home econom ics teacher educator explained 

to the subjects that the home econom ics education d ivision was testing  

a new method for teaching management of groups in a foods laboratory 

and that the c la ss  would be participating in the study.

S, The pretest was adm inistered.

4 . Following the p retest, the home econom ics teacher educator gave the 

students an orientation to the u se  of the handbook and videotape equip

ment and to the sign up sheet for the protocol use during out of c la ss  

tim e in a three-w eek period. The students were also told that the
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handbooks contained extra copies of the floor plans that they could 

pull out and use in answering questions.

5. At the end of the three-w eek tim e period , the p osttest was adm inis- 

tered . The students were allowed as much tim e as they needed to 

com plete the test.

Data Analysis

The subjects’ responses for knowledge, com prehension, and applica

tion item s on the p retest-p osttest were scored to ascertain  the mean number of 

correct respon ses. To arrive at a score for w illingness to learn about manage

ment of groups, the number of responses for which subjects indicated w illing

n ess were totaled and divided by the number of subjects to arrive at a mean 

score .

The tests  w ere conducted to ascertain  the differences between these  

mean scores from  the p retest to the posttest for each of these educational 

objectives:

1. knowledge of the ch aracteristics of:

a) task sim plification;

b) traffic management;

2. com prehension of the concepts of task sim plification and traffic 

management;

3. application of the concepts of task sim plification and traffic 

management;
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4. w illingness to seek  information and engage in activ ities for learning  

about the management of groups in a foods laboratory.

In all te s ts , the lev e l of significance was set at .05 .



CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

The findings of this study are presented in this chapter according to 

the hypothesis tested . A d iscussion  of the subjects precedes the explanation of 

the findings.

Subjects

The subjects for this study were p reserv ice home econom ics teachers  

enrolled in the course entitled "Teaching Home Econom ics" at the University of 

Arizona in the fall sem ester  of 1977. On the date for the adm inistration of the 

pretest to the intact c la s s , fourteen students completed the pretest. On the 

date for posttesting, however, eleven students completed the posttest. The 

experim ental m ortality of three students was due to the fact that two students 

dropped the course and one student was absent on the day of the posttesting.

The preserv ice  home econom ics teachers in the course "Teaching 

Home Econom ies" were juniors and sen io rs , m ost of whom had had home eco

nom ics experiences in home econom ics c la sse s  during their junior and senior  

high school days. L ess than fifty percent of these preservice home econom ics 

teachers had had experience in home econom ics related work occupations.

33
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Findings

The purpose of this study was to ascertain  if  preserv ice  home eco

nom ies teachers using a protocol on management of groups in a foods laboratory 

would increase knowledge, com prehension, and application of the concepts of 

task sim plification and traffic management, and be w illing to seek  information 

and engage in activ ities for learning about management of groups in a foods 

laboratory. The testing resu lts for this study are presented in Table 2.

Testing the hypothesis that the use of a protocol on the management 

of groups in a foods laboratory by p reserv ice  home econom ics teachers would 

resu lt in no gain in knowledge of the concepts of task sim plification and traffic 

management was done on the p retest-p osttest by listin g  questions. The resu lts  

were computed by paired t- te s ts  and are presented in Table 2. The data indi

cated that there was a significant gain in the knowledge of task sim plification, 

while there was no gain in knowledge of.traffic management. T herefore, the 

null hypothesis was rejected for knowledge of task sim plification, while the null 

hypothesis for knowledge of traffic management was accepted.

Testing the hypothesis that the use of a protocol on the management 

of groups in a foods laboratory by p reserv ice  home econom ics teachers would 

resu lt in no gain the comprehension of task sim plification and traffic manage

ment was done by multiple choice item s on the pretest-p osttest. The resu lts  

w ere computed by paired t- te s ts  and are presented in Table 2. The data indi

cated that the subjects scored higher on the pretest than on the posttest for
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Table 2. Comparison of the Mean D ifferences b e tw e e n  P osttest Minus 
P retest Scores on Education V ariables.

Variable
Mean

Difference
Standard
E rror T Value

Knowledge
task sim plification .4545 .207 2.196*
traffic management .0909 . 343 .27

C omprehension - .2 7 2 7 . 832 - .3 3

Application 0 . 447 0

W illigness to seek  information 
about and engage in activ ities  
for the management of groups 
in a foods laboratory

2.6364 .622 4.24*

^Significant at the . 05 probability lev e l using the t-test.
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unknown rea so n s, thus indicating that there were no gains in the comprehension  

of task sim plification and traffic management. The null hypothesis was accepted.

Testing the hypothesis that the use of a protocol on the management of 

groups in a foods laboratory by preserv ice  home econom ics teachers would 

resu lt in no gain in the application of knowledge of task sim plification and traf

fic management was done by multiple choice questions bn the p retest-p osttest.

The resu lts were computed by paired t- te s ts  and are presented in Table 2. The 

data indicated that there was no difference in the scores between pretesting and 

posttesting. This resulted in the acceptance of the null hypothesis for applica

tion of task sim plification and traffic management.

Testing the hypothesis that the use of a protocol on the management of . 

groups in a foods laboratory by preserv ice  home econom ics teachers would 

resu lt in no gain in w illingness to seek  information and engage in activities for  

learning about management of groups in a foods laboratory was done by an 

in terest inventory on the pretest-p osttest. The resu lts w ere computed by paired  

t - te s ts  and are presented in Table 2. The data indicated a significant gain in 

w illingness to seek  information and engage in activ ities for learning about man

agement of groups in a foods laboratory. Therefore, the null hypothesis for 

w illingness to seek  information about and engage in activ ities in the manage

ment of groups was rejected.

W ilcoxin matched pairs-signed  rank tests  were a lso  computed for the 

data and the resu lts coincide with the paired t-te s ts  for this study.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

This study sought to answer questions about the effectiven ess of a 

protocol on management of groups in a foods laboratory used by p reservice  

home econom ics teachers to increase knowledge, com prehension, application, 

and w illingness to seek information and engage in activ ities for learning about 

concepts of task sim plification and traffic management for the management of 

groups in a foods laboratory.

The data analysis indicated that there were significant gains in the 

knowledge of the concept of task sim plification, and the w illingness to seek  

information and engage in activ ities for learning about management of groups in 

a foods laboratory. There were no significant increases in the knowledge of 

the concept of traffic management of com prehension and application of the con

cepts of task sim plification and traffic management.

Implications

P reserv ice  home econom ics teachers enrolled in the course  

’’Teaching Home Econom ics” have had a number of management courses where 

task sim plification and traffic management were taught in the context of personal 

and housing management. It seem ed probable that the knowledge that p reserv ice

37
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home econom ics teachers had about task sim plification and traffic management 

would be reflected in the answers of the knowledge test item s on the pretest. 

However, the students scored low on the item s dealing with traffic management 

on the p retest, indicating little  awareness of traffic management. The sco res  

were s till low er on the posttest. It would appear that neither the students’ 

prior experiences nor the protocol had helped the students acquire concepts 

related to traffic management.

In reviewing the responses given for comprehension item s on the 

p retest-p osttest, it  appeared that severa l questions were consistently answered  

incorrectly by a majority of the students. Although the test was reviewed for 

content validity, there may have been Other problem s, such as a lack of clarity  

in the te st questions, which interfered with a true test of com prehension, or 

multiple choice te st item s w ere not suitable for testing com prehension of task  

sim plification and traffic management. In review ing the comprehension lev e l  

mean s c o r e s , it was observed that the subjects scored higher on the pretest 

than on the posttest. No explanation is readily apparent for this situation.

A review  of the responses given for the application item s on the 

p retest-p osttest showed that there was no mean difference between posttest 

scores and pretest sco res. In review ing the responses given for the applica

tion item s there did not appear to be any questions that w ere consistently . 

answered incorrectly . The item s used to te st for concepts of task sim plification  

and traffic management need to be examined carefully for validity with respect
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to the concepts. The m aterials in the protocol thought to deal with traffic man

agement also need to be reexam ined.

The resu lts indicated a significant gain in the w illingness to seek  

information and engage in activ ities for learning about management of groups in 

a foods laboratory. The use of an in terest inventory for testing this objective 

was effective.

One aspect of validity of the study was the lack of pilot testing of the 

handbook even though it was checked for content validity. At the tim e of the 

posttesting, the students w ere asked to evaluate the protocol in order to provide 

a form ative feedback to the Agricultural Experim ent Station at the University of 

Arizona, who had supervised the project. The students rated the handbook as 

good for providing introductory information about the home econom ics c la ss , 

prelaboratory management d ecision s, the lesso n  of the day, physical arrange

m ents, use of the videotape, and use of the question and m odel answer section. 

The subjects fe lt  that the questions in the sections helped them think about 

alternate ways of managing groups in a foods laboratory. However, some of 

the students reported that they had difficulty in relating the questions asked in 

the handbook to the information on the Videotape.

The general consensus of the students when asked to evaluate the 

quality of the videotape was that it  could have been better. They found that they 

had difficulty with observing the desired behaviors. The project d irector, who 

had communicated with B. Othaniel Smith about the videotape quality and its  

relation to cognition of the protocol concepts, related to the research er Smith’s
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feeling that the quality of the tape should not interfere with cognitive, learning. 

The researcher hypothesized that the reason that the subjects reported observa

tion difficulties was because they may have been untrained ob serv ers .

A serious drawback to the generalizability of this study was the use of 

an intact c la ss  that was lim ited to under fifteen subjects and was not random 

sampled for the protocol evaluation.

Recommendations 

The data from  this study supported the use of a protocol on manage

ment of groups in a foods laboratory for preserv ice  home econom ics teachers 

for knowledge acquisition of task sim plification, and w illingness to seek  informa

tion and engage in activ ities for learning about management of groups in a foods 

laboratory. The data from  this study did not support the use of a protocol for 

the acquisition of knowledge of traffic management nor the comprehension and 

application of the management concepts of task sim plification and traffic man

agement. However, the researcher has confidence in the potential of the proto

col to teach laboratory management concepts for the analysis of behaviors of 

groups in a foods laboratory. The research er recommends further research on 

the use of protocols to teach management of groups in a foods laboratory with 

the following research  considerations:

1. The study needs to be replicated using a more controlled experim ental 

design, with random sampling and larger treatm ent groups. This . 

would provide a m ore significant basis for sta tistica l inference.
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2. The pretest-p osttest needs to be item  analyzed to determ ine the spe

c ific  problem s with questions that w ere consistently answered 

incorrectly.

3. The handbook needs to be pilot tested  for further evaluation.

4. The handbook may need to provide more practice experiences in the 

. observation of desired  behaviors in the videotape.

5. Another approach to the p r o to c o l  development might be to try the 

didactic approach. This would involve having the concepts of task  

sim plification and traffic management presented before the protocol 

m aterials. The protocol would then serve to verify these concepts.

6. Another recommendation would be that the protocol m aterials be 

designed for group instruction rather than individual use as the 

protocol was used in this study.

7. Further research  could explore the effects of the length of the video

tape on the effectiven ess of the protocol.

8. Separate protocols could be developed for task sim plification and 

traffic management.



APPE NDIX A

SCENARIO FOR VIDEOTAPING

Videotaper #1
(responsible for taping kitchens using tray se t  ups)

BEFORE STUDENTS ENTER THE LABORATORY, TAPE:

1. a view of the recip es that w ill be prepared during the laboratory;

2. a view of the teacher or student aide setting up the supply trays for each
unit;

3. a general overview of the kitchen (stap les, cupboards, and laundry areas).

FOODS LABORATORY TAPING NEEDS TO INCLUDE:

4. a view of the students entering the laboratory and taking their seats at the
table;

5. a view of the students placing their personal belongings on or under their
table;

6. a view of the students getting out their equipment in the kitchen (includes
pans, mixing and m easuring spoons, e tc .);

7. view of the students getting their Supplies from  the supply table;

8. view of the students m easuring dry and liquid ingredients in both beverage 
and bread work centers;

9. a View of one of the students in the bread preparation work group who w ill
be responsib le for an assignm ent in grating that may be done out of work 
center on the table (but not n ecessarily) ;

10. a view of clean up While the baking is  taking place;
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11. a view of the table setting process;

12. a view of the m eal service;

13. a view of the transportation of the d ishes after the meal to the dish
washing area;

14. a view of the dishwashing p rocess and general clean up;

15. a view of the student aide checking the kitchen at the end of the laboratory.

Videotaper #2
(responsible for taping kitchens using the supply table)

BEFORE STUDENTS ENTER THE LABORATORY, TAPE:

1. a general overview of the whole laboratory;

2. a view of the kitchen work assignm ents for the day (a copy of this is  on a
door in the back of the kitchen);

3. a view of the printed copy of the equipment storage checklist;

4. a view of the supply table as it  is  se t up for laboratory.

FOODS LABORATORY TAPING NEEDS TO INCLUDE:

5. a view of the teacher reviewing the instructions for the day;

6. a view of the students getting their aprons and tying their hair;

7. a view of the students washing their hands;

8. a view of the students getting out the equipment for the laboratory in their  
kitchens;

9. a view of the students going to the supply table to get supplies;

10. a view of the students in both the beverage and bread work groups
m easuring their dry and liquid ingredients;

11. a view of ea6h of the groups in the kitchen as they begin in their food 
preparation and move about in the kitchen;
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12. a view of the student in the bread group who is  responsib le for the grating 
or chopping of one ingredient;

13. a view of the clean up of food preparation dishes while the baking is  going 
on;

14. a view of the table setting process;

15. a view of the meal service;

16. a view of the transportation of the d ishes back to the dishwashing area;

17. a view of the dishwashing process;

18. a View of the checking of the unit for equipment storage at the end of c la ss .



APPENDIX B

SEGMENT
1.0

SEQUENCE FROM HANDBOOK

PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENTS (Counter Numbers 
10-25)

Introduction
The fir st segm ent of the videotape that you will be 
seeing focuses on Kitchens One and Two in the foods 
lab previously d iscussed . Before you begin view
ing this segm ent it might be helpful to refer to the 
floor plan of the laboratory, noting the layout of the 
two kitchens and possible work centers. (Extra 
copies of floor plans, cupboard diagram , and 
recipes are clipped to the handbook. They will be 
needed throughout the 14 segm ents of the videotape 
and handbook.)

Questions

1 .1  You probably noticed that the teacher posted 
large recipe sheets for the groups to refer to , 
because she found this to be the best method to 
make the recipes available for this lab. What 
are som e other ways to provide recipes to 
groups ? What are the advantages and disadvan
tages of each method for providing recipes in 
managing groups in a foods lab ?
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Write your answer(s) in the space provided. Check your answer(s) with the 
model on the following page.

SEGMENT Answer 1 .1  __
1.0
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Model Answers for Question 1 .1

1 .1  There are at least three alternative ways of providing recipes  
to groups.

-  Dittoed sheets of the recipes can be handed out to the groups.
Advantage: 
Disadvantage:

The recipes are available to every student. 
Copies of the recipes can clutter up a kitchen. 
Since the print may be difficult to read from  
a d istan ce, the student or group w ill either  
have to carry the recipe with them or return 
to its location for reference.

-  The groups can copy the recipe onto recipe cards.
Advantage: The recipes are available to every student

and do not take up much space on work sur
faces in the kitchens.

Disadvantage: Since the print on these cards may be sm all
it may be difficult to read, causing the stu
dents to either carry the cards with them or 
to return to their location for reference.

-  The groups can work directly  from the cookbook in their 
kitchens
Advantage: This would get the students used to the idea

of referring to cookbooks when planning food 
preparation.

Disadvantage: The cookbooks would take up much counter
space. The print may be sm all and require 
the student either to carry the cookbook to 
each work center or to return to it for 
referra l.

Did your answers include the same or m ost of the same major points as the 
model answers ? If not, rewind the videotape to number 10 on the counter and 
repeat instructions one through seven on page 4 of this handbook.



APPENDIX C

PEE TE ST-POST TE ST

Managing Groups in a Foods Lab

General D irections; Bead the case  studies for  each se t of questions. After 
reading each question, se lec t the best answer and c irc le  the le tter  of the answer 
on your answer sheet.

D irections; Use the following case study as you answer Questions 1 -  15. An 
extra copy of the case study is  clipped to this test for your convenience.

Ms. Jones’ advanced food preparation c la ss  is  presently working on 
an entertainm ent unit. For one 50 mihute lab the students have 
chosen the following menu;

Hamburgers on Buns 
Raw Vegetable Sticks 
Chocolate Chip Cookies 
Crim son Punch

There are three students in a group, and two groups m ust work in 
each kitchen unit. The students have decided to assign  each group 
to prepare one or two foods and then divide the food before serving  
tim e. Two groups w ill eat at one tab le , which w ill be se t  with 
party favors.

The students in each group and Ms. Jones have decided that past 
entertainm ent labs have taken too much tim e and energy to com
plete. Both the students and the teacher want to change som e of 
their management practices in order to im prove.

1. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice the students 
could u se  in reducing movements in table setting ?

a. lim iting the number of table setting item s
b. storing table setting supplies c lo se  to the table
c. using a l is t  to gather the table setting supplies
d. assigning each group member to se t their own setting
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2.  What is the one m ost productive group management practice the students 
could use in sifting together flour and other dry ingredients for cookie 
preparation?

a. sifting flour and dry ingredients together onto a sheet of waxed paper
b. sifting flour d irectly  into the m easuring cup
c. sifting flour and dry ingredients together into the m ixing bowl
d. sifting flour and dry ingredients together onto the sam e plate as was 

used for sitting flour

3. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice the teacher 
could use in maintaining orderly storage space in the kitchen units ?

a. giving each student a l is t  of item s to be stored in each cupboard
b. maintaining an inventory l is t  of all food and equipment supplies
c . labeling each cupboard for all item s to be stored there
d. checking each kitchen unit’s storage before d ism issin g  the groups

4. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice Ms. Jones 
could use in maintaining orderly storage space in the kitchen units ?

a. ordering utensil placem ent alphabetically
b. storage the heaviest item s on the bottom shelves
c. storing le s s  frequently used item s on the top shelves
d. grading students on the proper storage of equipment

5. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice the teacher  
can use in avoiding congestion when two groups in the sam e kitchen unit are  
preparing raw vegetable sticks ?

a. Supplying both groups with vegetable peelers and paring knives
b. instructing students to share vegetable peelers and paring knives
c. instructing students to bring vegetable p eelers and paring knives from  

home
d. instructing students to borrow vegetable p eelers and paring knives 

from  other kitchen units.

6. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice the students 
could use in avoiding congestion in one kitchen unit where each group is  
assigned to prepare punch and cook ies?

a. assigning one student in each group to prepare the punch
b. assigning two students in each group to prepare the punch
c . assigning each student in the group to prepare individual g lasses,of punch 
d. assigning one student from  the entire kitchen unit to prepare the punch
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7. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice the students 
could use in avoiding congestions when both cookies and raw vegetable 
sticks are being prepared in one kitchen unit ?

a. preparing the cookies on the table
b. preparing the vegetable sticks next to the refrigerator
c. preparing the vegetable sticks next to the sink
d. preparing the cookies and vegetable sticks on the sam e counter

8. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice the teacher  
could use in avoiding congestions when students store their personal 
belongings ?

a. instructing students to place belongings under the tables
b. instructing students to place belongings on the counters in their 

kitchen units
c. instructing students to stack belongings on the tables
d. instructing students to place belongings in an assigned drawer in their  

kitchen units

NOTE; Answers for the following questions should be the lea st productive group 
management practice.

9. What is  the lea st productive group management practice the students 
could use in dishwashing?

a. rinsing and lining up dishes in their washing order
b. clearing off the counter space near the washing area
c. stacking sim ilar soiled  d ishes into one pile
d. washing d ishes from  the right to the le ft

10. What is  the le a st  productive group management practice the students 
could use in their end-of-lab clean-up ?

a. washing preparation dishes during the baking tim e
b. rinsing and stacking preparation d ishes during the baking tim e
c. washing each preparation dish after its use
d. assigning one student to be responsib le for dishwashing
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11. What is  the lea st productive group management practice the students 
could use in clearing the table ?

a. assigning each student a specific  clean-up responsib ility
b. using a tray to co llect and transport soiled  dishes to the sink
c . reminding each student to transport their own soiled  dishes
d. appointing one student to be responsible for table clean-up

12. What is  the lea st productive group management practice the teacher could  
use in reducing student movement between work centers ?

a. having a laboratory assistan t deliver food supplies to each kitchen unit
b. allowing three feet of working space for each worker
c. keeping needed supplies on the counter in each work center
d. grading students on the efficiency of their movements

13. What is  the lea st productive group management practice the students 
could use in avoiding congestion at each work center?

a. placing all preparation utensils on a work tray
b. keeping the counter free of unnecessary clutter
c. preparing food oh the table out of the work centers
d. placing the work center away from  a ccess to item s needed for other 

tasks

14. What is  the lea st productive group management practice the students 
could use in avoiding congestion in the kitchen unit?

a. making the party favors on the table
b. preparing m ost of the foods on the table
c. preparing the punch near the refrigerator
d. assigning all the work in shifts

15. What is  the lea st productive group management practice the teacher could 
use in reducing student movement around the laboratory ?

a. storing students’ personal belongings in  lockers or on shelves
b. keeping the cookbooks on the bookshelves in the c lassroom  area
c. storing the dish tow els near the dishwashing area
d. storing left over food containers in each kitchen unit
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D irections: Use the diagram of the kitchen unit and the following case study in 
answering questions 16 -  19.

For their unit on quick breads Ms. Jones’ students are divided into 
groups of two. One group in each kitchen unit is  preparing orange 
muffins; the second group in each kitchen unit is  preparing pine
apple muffins.

16. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice the students 
could use in m easuring when there is  only one se t  of m easuring spoons 
available in each kitchen unit?

a. m easuring the dry ingredients f ir s t , then m easuring the liquid 
ingredients

b. m easuring the liquid ingredients; washing the spoons; then m easuring  
the dry ingredients

c. borrowing m easuring spoons from  students in other kitchen units
d. using a teaspoon or tablespoon from  the silverw are drawer

17. What is the one m ost productive group management practice Ms. Jones 
can use in reducing student movement in the distribution of needed 
ingredients from  the pantry to the groups ?

a. instructing one student from  each group to pick up supplies from  a 
supply table located beside the teacher’s desk

b. instructing a lab assistan t to set ingredients for each group together 
on a supply table near the pantry

c . instructing each student to get the supplies needed for the item  that 
student is  preparing

d. instructing a lab assistan t to se t ingredients on trays in the kitchen 
. units for each group

18. The d ishes are stored in cupboard 21 and the silverw are in number 17. 
What is  the one m ost productive group management practice the teacher  
could use in reducing the amount of tim e required for students to se t the 
tab le?

a. storing silverw are and dishes in cupboards 25 and 26
b. storing silverw are and dishes in cupboards 3 and 4
c. storing silverw are and dishes in cupboards 1 and 3
d. storing silverw are and dishes in cupboards 19 and 24
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19. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice Ms. Jones
could use in distributing recipes for the groups to follow when cooking?

a. hand printing them on large sheets of paper and hanging them behind 
the teacher’s desk

b. giving each student a dittoed 8-1 /2"  x 11" copy
c. instructing each student to copy the recipe onto a 3" x  5" card the day 

before the laboratory
d. instructing each student to get a Cookbook from  shelves in the c la ss 

room  area
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D irections: Use the diagram  of the kitchen unit and the following case study in 
answering questions 20 -  24.

In another m eal preparation laboratory the students in Ms. Jones' 
c la ss  w ill make a garden salad and English muffins. On this day 
there w ill be four students in a group and only one group w ill work 
in each kitchen unit.

20. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice the students
could use in selecting  the work center for the preparation of the garden
salad?

a. selecting  the counter space over drawer #3
b. selecting  the counter space over drawer #13
c. selecting the counter space over drawer #17
d. selecting  the counter space over drawer #19

21. What is  the one m ost productive group management practice the students
in one group could use in selecting  the work center for a new student who 
w ill arrange a floral centerpiece on this day ?

a. selecting  the counter space over drawer #17
b. selecting  the counter space over drawer #13
c. selecting  the counter space over drawer #25 

. d. selecting the kitchen table

22. What is the one m ost productive group management practice the teacher 
could use in assigning a new storage area for the personal belongings of 
the students ?

a. assigning the counter space over drawer #3
b. assigning the counter space over drawer #25
c. assigning the space on top of the refrigerator
d. assigning cupboard #26

23. What is  the one m ost productive group management p rocess the teacher  
could use in assigning students to check the kitchen units for the yearly  
inventory?

a. assigning each student in the group an equal number of cupboards
b. assigning two students to the upper cupboards and two to the low er  

cupboards
c. assigning two students to the left half of the kitchen and two to the 

right half
d. assigning two students to the drawers and two to the shelves
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24. What is the one m ost productive group management practice the teacher  
can use in assigning students to thoroughly clean the kitchen units before 
vacation?

a. assigning two students to the oven and two to the refrigerator
b. assigning two students to the major appliances and two to the 

cupboards
c . assigning two students to all outside surfaces and two to all inside 

surfaces
d. assigning two students to the major appliances and the upper cup

boards and two to the lower cupboards
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D irections: Read each of the following activ ities and decide your w illingness to 
do that activity at the present moment. The responses are:

a. WILLING
b. UNCERTAIN

. c. NOT WILLING 
C ircle the correct le tter  on your answer sheet.

25. Read about the managing of groups in a foods lab.
26. Observe foods laboratories in local schools.
27. Talk to foods lab teachers about management of groups in a laboratory.
28. Instruct fellow  students about managing groups in a foods lab.
29. Attend a sem inar on managing groups in a foods lab.
30. Participate in demonstrations of foods laboratory management of groups 

to fellow  students.
31. Conduct experim ents to find m ore efficient methods of managing groups 

in a foods lab.
32. Talk to management consultants about tim e and motion conservation.
33. Analyze work patterns of groups in a foods laboratory.
34. Survey foods lab teachers for their group management problem s and 

solutions.
35. L ist on your answer sheet what you consider to be the m ost important 

group management principles to consider when planning for managing 
groups in a foods lab.

Hand in your answer sheet and this test to your instructor.
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T A B L E

Fig. C - l .  Floor Plan of Foods Laboratory Kitchen Unit. 

Adapted from Griggs and Luchs (1967-68, p. 441).
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